
Newspaper terminology
Masthead/titlepiece

The newspaper’s title displayed on the 
frontpage.

Skyline
An information panel at the top of the front 
page that tells the reader about other stories 
in the paper to tempt them inside.

Editions
The Guardian sometimes prints several 
editions each night, enabling journalists to 
update stories and add breaking news. A 
system of stars tells you which edition it is.

Headline
A phrase that summarises the main point of 
the article.Headlines are in large print and aim 
to catch the attention of the reader.

Standfirst
Words linking the headline to the story. In 
smaller type size than the headline but bigger 
than the story.

Byline
The line usually above the story. It gives the 
author’s name and sometimes their job and 
location.

Copy
The writing in an article.

Bodytext
The copy that makes up the main part of the 
article – ie the story. 

Photograph/graphic
Images make pages look more interesting, 
entice people to read articles and aid 
understanding of stories.

Caption
A brief description of a photograph or graphic.

Sidebar
A panel or box containing copy and a headline, 
graphics or other information (eg relevant 
figures) connected to the mainstory. It can be 
eye-catching and help break up a story into 
different elements to help presentation.

Package
A group of connected stories across one or 
many pages in the newspaper and on the 
website.

Crosshead
A word or phrase in a bigger and bolder type 
inserted between two paragraphs in a story to 
break it up. Mainly used in features and longer 
news stories.

Pullquote
A quote from the story that is enlarged and 
appears with in the text.

Standalone
A picture story that can exist on its own or on 
a front page leading to a story inside.

Imprint
Legal information and address of the paper, 
usually on page two of the Guardian. In a 
magazine this tends to be a larger section 
where key members of staff are listed.

Centrespread
In the Guardian we have a full-colour 
photograph or graphic running across the two 
centre pages.

Folio
The top label for the whole page. Can relate 
to the area covered on that page, ie national 
news, or a big news topic such as COVID-19 or 
Syria.

Page Furniture
Every thing on the page except for the 
pictures and bodytext.
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22-year-old Kurd, after her arrest by the morality police in Tehran for alleg-edly breaching the Islamic republic’s strict dress code for women.The scale of Iran ’s crackdown on the protests is only now becom-ing clear, with human rights groups claiming  more than 1,200 people have been arrested 
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Rolling power cuts could put lives at risk, charities tell National Grid
 Andrew Gregory
Alex Lawson
Patrick Butler 

  Rolling power cuts to be enforced this  winter if gas supplies run extremely low could endanger thousands of 

people who use life-saving machines at home, health leaders have warned.They spoke out after National Grid  said  yesterday   that households  might experience  three-hour elec-tricity outages this winter to manage extreme gas shortages, for example if Russian supplies are shut off  and  cold  weather sends demand soaring.Such an event would mean con-sumers in  different parts of the country being told a day in advance of three-hour  periods during which their power would be cut off .

 The government has resisted calls for a public information campaign to encourage consumers to cut back on  energy. However, the  Guardian understands that  in the wake of the National Grid announcement, offi  -cials will direct people to trusted sites  for energy-saving  advice.  It was also reported that  National Grid could pay some businesses and consumers up to £10 a day to use electricity outside of peak hours.
The prospect of rolling  power out-ages  prompted alarm , with particular 

supply would put the treatment itself at risk, and if people on dialysis miss too many sessions in a row then their lives will be at risk.”
Andy Fletcher,  chief executive of Together for Short Lives, which advo-cates for Britain’s 99,000 seriously ill children and their families , said: “For seriously ill children a three-hour blackout could deprive them of vital life-saving equipment such as ventilators, oxygen and temperature control. Families would be forced to decide whether to 

Daily Mail 
publisher 
faces legal 
challenge
 Jim Waterson and Vikram Dodd

 Doreen Lawrence and Prince Harry are among a list of famous fi gures launching legal action against the publisher of the Daily Mail over the alleged misuse of their private infor-mation, including an accusation relating to the placing of listening devices in  private homes.
 Sir Elton John, David Furnish, Liz Hurley  and Sadie Frost  have also issued claims.  Their lawyers  released a statement  claiming they have “compelling and highly distress-ing evidence” that they have been the “victims of abhorrent criminal activ-ity and gross breaches of privacy” by Associated Newspapers.  

 The group  claimed this could be the “tip of the iceberg” and there may be many 

 Patrick Wintour
Diplomatic editor

The mother of a  girl who died after joining the wave of protests in Iran  has accused the authorities of mur-dering her daughter – then press ing her to say  her  child had killed herself.
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Alarm at impact on 
vulnerable if shortages lead to UK blackouts

concern  for  patients who rely on  electrical devices to  stay alive and healthy.      Laurie Cuthbert, a director of Kidney Care UK,  said thousands of adults and children  depended on a constant source of power to provide life-saving  dialysis at home.    “This is very energy intensive  … as for some people this treatment takes place several times every day for shorter periods, and for some this takes place every day, or overnight, for up to eight to  10 hours a time,” he said. “Any interruption to the power 

In a video sent yesterday to  Radio Farda , a US-funded media outlet,  Nasrin Shahkarami  said she was under pressure to give a false state-ment  about the death of Nika, 16, (above) who went missing  after going to join an anti-hijab protest in Tehran.Protests had erupted across Iran over the death of  Mahsa Amini , a 

Iranian 
authorities
‘killed my 
daughter’
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